
We proudly serve with "Made in USA" wires to the industryWe proudly serve with "Made in USA" wires to the industry
Our wires are manufucturedOur wires are manufuctured    under ASTM standards Monounder ASTM standards Mono
Fence mainly supplies industrial, high carbon and chainlinkFence mainly supplies industrial, high carbon and chainlink
wireswires  

Operating with the experience and expertise brought on byOperating with the experience and expertise brought on by
more than 45 years in trade and manufacturing of industrialmore than 45 years in trade and manufacturing of industrial
products, MONOproducts, MONO    Fence maintains its mission for the sectorFence maintains its mission for the sector
with awareness of responsibility, also it has undertaken forwith awareness of responsibility, also it has undertaken for
adding value to our customers.adding value to our customers.

Please contact us if you should have any questions aboutPlease contact us if you should have any questions about
product or wholesaling opportunities.product or wholesaling opportunities.

IndustrialIndustrial  

CommercialCommercial ResidentialResidential

Vinyl CoatedVinyl Coated
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CHAINLINK FENCESCHAINLINK FENCES
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INDUSTRIAL CHAINLINK FENCESINDUSTRIAL CHAINLINK FENCES  
MONO Fence Industrial chainlink fence fabrics are designed for the toughest environments for the industrialMONO Fence Industrial chainlink fence fabrics are designed for the toughest environments for the industrial
usage.usage.
Steel Wire with a 9 GA is the standard gauge for most projects. Heavier and lighter gauge options are availableSteel Wire with a 9 GA is the standard gauge for most projects. Heavier and lighter gauge options are available
depending on the project requirements. A heavier 6 gauge is used for many sports applications such asdepending on the project requirements. A heavier 6 gauge is used for many sports applications such as
backstops and batting cages or a high security application for the prisons.backstops and batting cages or a high security application for the prisons.
  

CHAINLINK FENCESCHAINLINK FENCES
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COMMERCIAL CHAINLINK FENCESCOMMERCIAL CHAINLINK FENCES
It is much safer to protect your commercial propertiesIt is much safer to protect your commercial properties      
withwith  
MONO Fence chain fence fabrics. Our fast and reliableMONO Fence chain fence fabrics. Our fast and reliable
team is here to ensure you get exactly what you wantteam is here to ensure you get exactly what you want
on time.on time.
Our commercial chainlink fence fabrics, which areOur commercial chainlink fence fabrics, which are
produced for your project needs, can be produced byproduced for your project needs, can be produced by
us in a short time by using different textures andus in a short time by using different textures and
materials according to your usage areas.materials according to your usage areas.
The most common commercial chain fabrics are madeThe most common commercial chain fabrics are made
from 9GA and 11GA galvanized coated ASTM standardfrom 9GA and 11GA galvanized coated ASTM standard
wires with mesh sizes from 1" to 2 3/8”.wires with mesh sizes from 1" to 2 3/8”.
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SPECIAL SIZESSPECIAL SIZES
Mono Fence can capable to manufacture special sizes of chainlink fabric depending to the project andMono Fence can capable to manufacture special sizes of chainlink fabric depending to the project and
customer need please contact us for more information.customer need please contact us for more information.

CHAINLINK FENCESCHAINLINK FENCES
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RESIDENTIAL CHAINLINK FENCESRESIDENTIAL CHAINLINK FENCES
MONO Fence offers a large variety of chain link fencing products.. When decide for your fencing needs, be sureMONO Fence offers a large variety of chain link fencing products.. When decide for your fencing needs, be sure
that when you compare prices you are comparing the same quality of products. There are several gaugesthat when you compare prices you are comparing the same quality of products. There are several gauges    ofof
wires for the residential usage, 9GA, 11GA and 11.5GA, the higher the gauge number, the thinner the wire.wires for the residential usage, 9GA, 11GA and 11.5GA, the higher the gauge number, the thinner the wire.  
The most common mesh opening is a 2", meaning the "holes" in the wire are 2" square. Other mesh sizes rangeThe most common mesh opening is a 2", meaning the "holes" in the wire are 2" square. Other mesh sizes range
from 1" to 2 3/8". We have all fence wire available in different gauges.from 1" to 2 3/8". We have all fence wire available in different gauges.
Your MONO Fence representative will assist you to make the right decision for your needs.Your MONO Fence representative will assist you to make the right decision for your needs.

VINYL COATED CHAINLINK FENCESVINYL COATED CHAINLINK FENCES
MONO Fence vinyl coating is an upgrade to the traditional chain link fence design. Each wire or the entireMONO Fence vinyl coating is an upgrade to the traditional chain link fence design. Each wire or the entire
woven fence is coated in soft yet durable vinyl. The coating protects both the fence metal and any person orwoven fence is coated in soft yet durable vinyl. The coating protects both the fence metal and any person or
object that comes into contact with the fence, clothing can catch and the fence can even cause significantobject that comes into contact with the fence, clothing can catch and the fence can even cause significant
scratches when barbs or rough finish scrape across. A vinyl chain link fence is protected from these issuesscratches when barbs or rough finish scrape across. A vinyl chain link fence is protected from these issues
because vinyl never becomes rough. Small breaks in the fence are less likely to happen (or to be cut) becausebecause vinyl never becomes rough. Small breaks in the fence are less likely to happen (or to be cut) because
the vinyl protects the wire links.the vinyl protects the wire links.  
The vinyl either acts as a finish or protects the finish of the chain linking inside. This means that no matter howThe vinyl either acts as a finish or protects the finish of the chain linking inside. This means that no matter how
old a vinyl chain link fence gets, it is will have no barbs and will never snag clothing, skin, or packaging whenold a vinyl chain link fence gets, it is will have no barbs and will never snag clothing, skin, or packaging when
touched.touched.


